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furthermore, the deserts package has two new regions, 'deserta' and 'deserta
south', which can be accessed through the 'desert theme' which is added as a free

dlc item that is automatically installed once you complete the game. these two
regions are mostly devoid of green areas, which means that there are more ways to
collect revenue. you can build rides, hotels, etc. in these regions, but since they are

lacking in natural resources they are going to take longer to build up than their
green counterparts. also, the increased maintenance costs can be a problem if you
are not careful. the best bet is to build rides and hotels early to bank on the new

income sources. if you are more of a traditional simcity fan, then the 'classic'
package is also available. this one has the same content and features as the

'destinations' dlc, but it is available from the start of the game. there are a few
changes, though, like the lack of a strategic mode and the main map. it also lacks

the 'green theme' which allows you to build green areas, which can be handy if you
want to maximize the fun factor. if the price is right, then this is worth checking out,

as it'll give you everything that the 'destinations' and 'deserts' dlcs have to offer
without having to pay a price premium. now, if you want the full package, then
there is the full 'destinations' dlc that comes with the game. it includes the new

strategic mode, desert theme, green theme, and all the new regions. it has a price
tag of $25, which is a bit steep but it is really worth it if you are looking for a full

experience. it is obviously the best deal if you are just looking to play through the
game, but if you also want to try out the new gameplay then the 'destinations'

package is the way to go.
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